Politics, primary healthcare and health: was Virchow right?
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In this issue of JECH, authors from both the People’s Health Movement and WHO agree that primary healthcare makes a considerable contribution to reducing the adverse impact of social inequalities on health. That is, primary healthcare is a ‘health equity-producing’ social policy. Both groups of authors agree that health systems do not exist in isolation from other social systems. Both provide examples of how the market orientation of neo-liberal globalisation has worked against improvements in general and equity in health specifically. The role of world trade agreements in compromising nutritional status of socially disadvantaged populations provides a powerful case for the importance of inter-sectoral approaches in health policy activities.

Both papers speak of ‘primary health care’ rather than of ‘primary care’. The distinction between the two is at the heart of achieving greater equity in health through societal actions. Both clinical practices and system policies need consideration. The literature on ‘primary care’ is largely clinical, having to do with the behaviour of health services professionals and their interactions with people and, increasingly, the subpopulations for whom they provide services. Within the last two decades there has been increasing clarity about which ‘behaviours’ are most important to adequacy of primary care: first contact accessibility and use, identification with a regular source of care that is person (rather than disease) focused care over time, comprehensiveness of services available and provided, and coordination (when care from other places is required). These characteristics, all amenable to assessment in reliable and valid ways, are now so well-known that tools for their assessment are rapidly being adopted in many different places around the world. International comparisons demonstrate that good clinical primary care depends on good primary healthcare—that is, on specific health system policies for population. Critical among these policies are attempts to distribute resources equitably—that is, according to need; ‘progressive’ (as distinguished from ‘regressive’) financing under government control or regulation; low or no cost sharing for primary care services; and breadth of services available (comprehensiveness) within the primary care sector. Each of these policy characteristics reflects more general system characteristics: focus on distribution of health characteristics in the population—that is, an equity focus rather than just on average levels; progressivity of financing of social services in general; and consideration of population needs rather than demands (which favour the more powerful rather than the disenfranchised). That is, societies that are more equitable tend to be more equitable in many regards, because progressive governments generally promote more progressive policies across a range of social sectors.

Primary healthcare-oriented health systems have been shown to be generally more effective in achieving better health (particularly at young ages) at lower costs than is the case for systems more oriented to disease management and specialty care. It is not often recognised that they have more equitable distributions of health as well. Even in the USA, one of the most inequitable societies in the industrialised world, better primary care resources preferentially improve health more in socially disadvantaged populations than in the majority population. A comparison of age adjusted survival from breast cancer in Canada (which has a health system more oriented towards primary care than in the USA) showed a strong socioeconomic gradient in survival from breast cancer in the USA but not in Canada and demonstrated that the survival advantage in cancer is present in low-income areas only and that it is less in women over the age of 65 years (because of the primary care enhancing impact of universal financial coverage of women over the age of 65 years in the USA). After primary care reform was initiated in Thailand in the early 1990s, there was marked improvement in both the rate ratio and absolute differences in under-5 mortality across income quintiles. In Ontario, Canada, populations in areas with greater primary care physician supply have better experiences with a wide variety of healthcare access and outcome indicators—even more so in lower income areas than in higher income ones.

Primary care is equity-producing because its functions, separately and in combination, facilitate the achievement of equity in health. Greater comprehensiveness of services better meets the needs of populations that have a greater burden of morbidity burdens as a result of more morbidity. Person-focused care over time provides better knowledge of patients and better recognition of their health problems and their genesis. Greater accessibility of services and first-contact care facilitate more timely care. Better coordination of care facilitates adequate care for people whose limited material resources are a barrier to their ability to navigate the health system. Better person-focused care increased the likelihood of achieving greater overall resilience in dealing with threats to health (which are always greater among populations with fewer material resources).

If primary care is equity-producing, and if good primary care requires supportive health policies (that is, good primary healthcare), the importance of inter-sectoral linkages at all levels of care needs recognition and proactive advocacy. Virchow’s notion that ‘medicine is a social science and politics is nothing more than medicine on a grand scale’ implies that promotion of equity-enhancing health policies need not wait for revolutions or total societal change. They can and should be an important first step to more general appreciation of the benefits of more equitable policies in other sectors as well as in health. Lessons from healthcare reform in these directions can have spillover effects particularly in times of social stress across the countries of the world. If there ever was a time of worldwide economic stress, it is now—an opportunity made even more potent with the recent publication by the WHO of its two landmark publications on societal determinants and on primary care. Even the best evidence and most consistent public support fails to change
policies when interests in maintaining the status quo have the power to thwart change. There are many barriers to changes in health policy particularly when special interests have become entrenched. Nowhere is this more evident than in the USA, where both knowledge and public opinion favour giving people more choice in a government (instead of a private) insurance option. Because many legislators are heavily funded for re-election campaigns by private insurance companies, these options have (so far) failed to reach representation in proposed legislation and, thus, working against an important aspect of primary care policy: equitable resource distribution and progressive and government-regulated financing. Even international health organisations adopt policies that are ultimately (and possibly inadvertently) anti-equity. For example, although it is certainly true that cause of death is increasingly attributed to chronic illness and that rates of diagnosis of specific chronic illnesses are increasing, it does not follow that health systems should be re-oriented around the management of chronic illness. As acute illnesses are better treated so that rapid death is avoided, deaths will increasingly be attributed to chronic problems so that, ultimately, all deaths should be associated with chronic illness. Moreover, a focus on chronic illness detracts from attention to acute problems throughout the life course that make people vulnerable to chronic illness. Thus, the focus on chronic illness disadvantages children—at least relatively if not also absolutely. Additionally, the focus on chronic illness has been manifested by a preoccupation with specific chronic illnesses, particularly those that result in placing people on lifelong medication (with its attendant dangers of unintended adverse events). Guidelines, and hence decision support systems, for the management of these selected few conditions do not take co-morbidity into account and are, therefore, much less relevant in primary care than in specialty care. As socially disadvantaged populations and subpopulations have higher morbidity burdens, the application of disease-oriented guidelines is particularly hazardous to them. Eliminating or controlling diseases one-by-one is not likely to materially reduce the chances of another, particularly in socially vulnerable populations. It may also be unconscionable when the most serious shortfalls in achieving the Millennium Development goals are in maternal and child health. Care focused on particular diseases runs the risk of reinventing the now discredited ‘selective’ primary care programmes of the post World War II period. When particular diseases are the focus of policy attention, interests that are vested in those diseases (either from the viewpoint of their potential for profit from medications or technology or from the personal predilections of wealthy donors) often are responsible for diverting resources from health problems that are most important in socially vulnerable populations. It is of great interest that the equity-focused health agenda in Norway specifically excludes a focus on particular diseases or types of diseases.

Continued reliance on information systems based on the outmoded International Classification of Diseases is also likely to work against the person-focus of primary healthcare. Diseases are changing. Classifications based originally on the observations of coroners need to be replaced with categorisations that recognise that there are probably only a few types of mechanisms of illness generation: infections, external injuries, development abnormalities, genetic susceptibility, autoimmune defects and cellular degeneration. For example, most chronic diseases are now thought to be infectious in origin. The organ-system based nature of the International Classification of Diseases fostered the development of disease-oriented specialties and works against the fundamental primary care principle of addressing people’s needs instead of professionally defined priorities. Refocusing health services requires a new way of focusing on illnesses and their antecedents and recognising that most diseases are inter-related. The example of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is instructive; it is now recognised as an illness with various systemic manifestations rather than a respiratory disorder.

True patient-centered care requires attending to the needs of patients rather than to the priorities of professionals or to the demands of the socially advantaged whose power gives them the greatest influence on health services priorities. As a start, payment for performance schemes should be based at least in part on improvement in health as judged by patients (which will reflect unintended adverse effects as well as intended ones) as professional criteria have so far not recognised the importance of incorporating recognition and coding of patients’ problems in quality assurance activities.

None of these changes in health services, or in primary care, will occur without a much stronger role in development of health policies at state, provincial or local levels. A succession of advances in the understanding of illness genesis and progression started over 150 years ago with social medicine. Social medicine recognises that characteristics relating to the organisation of society and the interactions of people have a powerful impact on ‘causation’ of illness in individuals. Later on, community medicine—the need for health services organised around community needs—was popularised by the work of the Karks and based on their work in South Africa. For example, modern-day community-based prevention efforts can eliminate the corporate promotion of calorie-dense, nutrient-poor food and, thus, reduce community rates of obesity. The Commission on Social Determinants of Health went further in recognising the role of policy makers in creating the conditions for health and eliminating the conditions for poor health. But, ultimately, it is societal politics that are the determinants of those policies that count. Health is a strong individual and societal priority; equity in health is not a controversial goal, at least in principle, in most places. Governments now have the knowledge base to justify strong planning efforts and/or strong regulation of transnational corporations, financial and trade organisations, and other private players to assure that primary care principles are translated into strong primary care; political activity on the part of populations (as is occurring even in the USA) must not allow these goals to be thwarted.

Primary care, which has conventionally been considered a clinical discipline, is rapidly becoming a population-oriented discipline (primary healthcare) if for no other reason than that integrated health systems require the definition of a population. Recognition of the inter-relationships between health policy and, even broader, social policy, is not far behind. Societal policies that are equity-producing are an imperative and there is no better starting place than in the health arena. The articles by Sanders et al and Rasanthan et al are on target in setting the stage for a re-evaluation of the role of health systems in dealing with population health needs in the context of other needs. Healthcare reform is societal and political reform, as Virchow recognised.
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